FAAM flight log - b446 by FAAM
Flight No. B446 
Date:   07 May 2009 
Take Off: 04:54:28Z   
Landing:   09:28:54Z   
FLIGHT FOLDER 
 Flight Time 4h 34m 26s   
 
Campaign: MEVEX Dust Flight 5 
Operating Area: Oman 
 
POB Position Name Institute Logs y/n
1 Captain Luc Lathouwers Directflight  
2 Co-pilot Alan Roberts Directflight  
3 CCM Gaynor Ottaway Directflight  
4 Mission Scientist  Dave Kindred Met Office  
5 Flight Manager Steve Devereau FAAM  
6 Core Chem / AVAPS Kate Turnbull FAAM  
7 Cloud Physics Martyn Pickering Met Office  
8 ARIES Stuart Rogers Met Office  
9 SWS / SHIMS Martin Glew Met Office  
10 Wet Neph / CVI / IIR Andy Wilson Met Office  
11 MARSS Rob King Met Office  
12 Mission Scientist 2 Dave Kindred Met Office  
13 Filters Anne Klaver University of Paris  
14 Mini-LIDAR Joss Kent Met Office  
15 Observer Dave Membury Met Office  
16     
17     
18     
19     
 
Missing Log Sheet Reason 
Pre-flighter log No log available 
Core Chemistry / TDLAS no In Flight log except in cases of instrument problems 
PSAP log No log as PSAP pump/filter info included on Flight Summary page 
Wet Neph Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
CVI Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
SWS Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
Mini-LIDAR Awaiting confirmation of whether a log was created 
  
 
Revision Date Author Comments 
r0 31 Dec 2009 Doug Anderson Initial version missing the above noted logs 
r1    

















             FLIGHT SUMMARY  





Start   End 
Time    Time     Event               Height (s)        Hdg Comments 
----    ----     -----               ----------        --- -------- 
043732           Start-Up            0.15 kft          266 Muscat                
044148           taxy                0.15 kft          266                       
044727           pirouette           0.14 kft          088 start                 
045043           pirouette end       0.14 kft          103                       
045056           ASP                 0.14 kft          085 opened                
045709           T/O                  2.8 kft          055 045428                
045923           JW                   6.7 kft          218 zero                  
050902           BBR                 20.7 kft          218 retract               
051101           Video               22.5 kft          211 start FFC, DFC, RFC   
051546           General E           26.0 kft          207 gone wander           
051636           GE                  26.0 kft          206 max cool              
053621           Heimann             26.0 kft          274 cal                   
054105  055113   Run 1.1             26.0 kft          151 & drop sonde 01       
054417           Sonde 02            26.0 kft          161                       
055518  060600   Run 1.2             26.0 kft          293                       
055633           Sonde 03            26.0 kft          339 at pt B               
055938           Sonde 04            26.0 kft          346                       
061124  062039   Profile 1           26.0 - 17.0 kft   181 from A to B           
062409  063546   Run 2.1             18.0 kft          295 pt A                  
062532           at B                18.0 kft          340                       
063214           Heimann             18.0 kft          345 cal                   
063922  064525   Profile 2           18.0 - 12.2 kft   174                       
064525  064615   Run 3.1             12.2 kft          160                       
064621  064721   Profile 3           12.2 - 13.2 kft   159                       
064721  065329   Run 4.1             13.2 kft          161                       
065101           pt B                13.2 kft          161                       
065635  071126   Run 4.2             13.2 kft          340                       
070040           pt B                13.2 kft          348                       
071507  072035   Profile 4           13.2 -  8.2 kft   182                       
072215  073018   Run 5.1              9.2 kft          160                       
072715           pt B                 9.2 kft          158                       
073221  074722   Run 5.2              9.2 kft          307                       
073957           Heimann              9.2 kft          347 cal                   
075019  075542   Profile 5            9.2 -  4.2 kft   169                       
075712  080138   Profile 5            4.2 -  1.3 kft   355                       
075824           500fpm               3.1 kft          349                       
080449  080939   Run 6.1              1.4 kft          100                       
081026  082025   Run 6.2              1.4 kft          196                       
082117  082609   Run 6.3              1.4 kft          268                       
082731  083351   Profile 6            1.4 -  8.2 kft   110 1000fpm               
083457  083959   Profile 6            8.2 - 13.2 kft   346                       
083959  084553   Run 7.1             13.2 kft          345                       
084855  085848   Run 7.2             13.2 kft          168                       
090019  090109   Profile 7           13.2 - 14.2 kft   346 call it P6 continued  
090620           Profile 6 end       19.0 kft          033                       
095548           Land                0.18 kft          239 094922                
095603           ASP                 0.19 kft          266 close 095100          





MEVEX   – IASI Sortie – B446 
Date: 7th May 2009 
Mission Scientist: Dave Kindred 
 
T/O OOMS: 05:00Z (09:00 local)  
Land OOMS: 09:12Z ( 13:12 local) 
 
Location: Central Oman low level area 3 
A: 21º30'N 56º00'E B:  20º45'N 56º15'E 
 
Coordinating with IASI overpass at 05:54Z 
 
Weather: Cloud free conditions, high aerosol loadings 
 
Sortie Aim: To validate IASI retrievals and forecasts of moderate aerosol conditions. 
 
Key Instruments: ARIES, MARSS, SWS/SHIMS, IR Cameras, Mini Lidar, Small 







Item No. Detail Item time Running time Local time
0 Perform pirouette before take-off
1 Take off OOMS 05:00:00 09:00:00
2 Transit to operating area at FL260 00:40:00 05:40:00 09:40:00
3 00:20:00 06:00:00 10:00:00
4 00:10:00 06:10:00 10:10:00
5 2 Straight and level runs at FL150 00:30:00 06:40:00 10:40:00
6 Profile descent to 8000ft or other suitable level 00:07:00 06:47:00 10:47:00
7 Continue straight and level run at 8000ft to A 00:10:00 06:57:00 10:57:00
8 Straight and level run at 8000ft A to B 00:15:00 07:12:00 11:12:00
9 Profile descent to 1000ft 00:10:00 07:22:00 11:22:00
10 Continue straight and level run at 1000ft to A 00:05:00 07:27:00 11:27:00
11 00:45:00 08:12:00 12:12:00
12 00:20:00 08:32:00 12:32:00
13 Transit back to OOMS 00:40:00 09:12:00 13:12:00
14 Perform pirouette after landing
Total sortie time 04:12:00 04:12:00
Fly 2 straight and level runs at FL260 between 
points A and B, dropping 2 sondes on each run
Profile descent, from A to B, to FL150 or other 
suitable level
Perform 3 SLRs at 1000ft to arrive back at B
Profile ascent to transit alt between B and A
8446 07/05/09 AREA 3 (CentrallW Oman) 
MEVEX: IASI RETlEVALIMODEL FORECAST VERIFICATION OF 
MODERATE TO HIGH AEROSOL CONDITIONS 
A very successful flight (4h 55m), encountering some high dust/aerosolloadings with 
significant vertical and horizontal structure. Maximum nephelometer values up to 
about 1150 (blue wavelength) to 1250 (green) to 1350 (red) per metre measured, with 
good separation between wavelengths seen, notably during the 4 runs at FL 130. Four 
dropsondes were launched close to the [AS[ satellite overpass time of 0554z, all 
giving good met & wind data. From resulting Tephigram plots, and guided by 
concurrent Lidar display information, 3 discrete levels were (correctly) selected and 
flown for maximum aerosol/dust content (FL I80, FLI30 and FL 090), with the mid 
(FLl30) level constituting a significant 'dust event' (mai nly small sized dust particles 
as seen by the PCASP). Very few instrument faults encountered, and weather 
conditions above aerosol top (- FL200) were generally clear, with ocnl patches of thin 
Ci present. This sortie should provide an excellent dataset, especially with the 
coherent LidarlNephIPCASP and Tephi information for model dust forecast 
verification, and wealth of thermodynamic & radiative measurements data for satellite 
retrieval/calibration (+ filter samples taken in the longer runs by visting scientist, 
Anne Klaver). 
After ground pirouette manoeuvre (0446 - 0449z) pre T/O (0454z), the following 
were flown: 
I. 	 Climb out of Muscat to FL260, and transit to operating area (working with 
ground points A [21 deg 30 min N; 56 deg 00 min El and B (20 deg 45 
min N; 56 deg 15 min E]. Very distinct & well-defined dust layer noted at 
FLI30 heaing out fro m Muscat. 
2. 	 Perform, at FL260, runs 1.1 (A-B) and 1.2 (B-A), dropping 4 sondes 
(054105z; 054417z; 055633z; and 055958z), equally spaced along line A­
B. 
3. 	 Profile (P I), at 1000 ftlmin, A-B, from FL260 to FLl70 (just below likely 
chosen layer to be worked), climbing to FLl80 to make run 2.1 (B-A), 
heading NNW. 
4. 	 Profile (P2), at 1000 ftlmin, (A-B), FLl80 to FLl20, then climb to FLl30 
(P3) to work this thickest aerosol/dust layer, run 4.1, heading SSE, 
extending beyond point B, and returning as run 4.2 (extended B to A), 
heading NNW. Thicker aerosol to N of these runs noted ; neph values 
between about 500 and 1350 per metre. 
5. 	 Profile (P4) descent from FL 130 to FL080, then climb to FL090 to work 
this level , A-B, run 5.1 , heading SSE; and run 5.2, B-A, heading NNW. 
Neph values generally 150 - 300 per metre along run, again with good 
horizontal structure (thicker to N). 
6. 	 Profile (P5), descent, FL090 to 1200 ft (minimum permitted altitude), at 
1000 ftlmin (but 500 ftlmin below 3000 ft), A towards B, heading SSE, 
then reciprocal towards A from 4000 ft. 
7. 	 Dog-leg run pattern, at MPA -1200 ft , run 6.1 , heading E from A (5 mins) 
then run 6.2 into sun (average heading 200 deg) for 10 mins to characterise 
surface, then run 6.3, heading W, (5 mins). Neph values about 150 per 
metre at this level on these runs. 
8. 	 Profile (P6), 1000 f!lmin, from 1200 ft up to FL130, heading back towards 
B, then turning B-A track. Perform 2 MORE runs at this interesting (high 
dust loading) level: run 7.1, heading NNW towards A, and run 7.2, 
heading SSE towards B. Maximum levels of dust scattering from Neph on 
B446 seen along these runs (up to 1350 per metre). 
9. 	 Finally, profile (P6) was completed, FL130 to FL190 within operational 
area, then return transit to Muscat, landing a~0949z, tinishing wih a 
pirouette manoeuvre, 0951 - 0954z. 
Instruments: The CPC was deemed uls and taken off pre-flight. The medium 
wavelength camera (45 deg) needed cooling once airborne (with a high level transit) 
to become serviceable. FWVS worked well during the flight, but has a new controller 
(with new integration time) fitted. Otherwise few instrument problems. 
Met: Winds generally NNW' ly to NNE' ly, light to moderate. Skies were mainly 
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[2009/0*** Opened channel log for #mevex at 07/05/2009 05:20:53 
[2009/05/07 05:20] *** FAAMOpsDetach (~vircuser@85.154.2.202) has joined #mevex 
[2009/05/07 05:21] [FAAMOpsDetach] hiya 
[2009/05/07 05:23] <FAAM_flt_man> wot ho 
[2009/05/07 05:23] <FAAM_flt_man> just sent u a satcom c 
[2009/05/07 05:24] [FAAMOpsDetach] hot woe! 
[2009/05/07 05:24] [FAAMOpsDetach] ok will have a ganda 
[2009/05/07 05:24] <FAAM_flt_man> Neph 1450 m-1 in layer at fl135 
[2009/05/07 05:27] *** MetODaveP (~dfpollard@85.154.2.202) has joined #mevex 
[2009/05/07 05:27] <MetODaveP> Are those loadings consistant throught the whole profile? 
[2009/05/07 05:29] <FAAM_flt_man> lidar reports strong dust layer still present below us, currently 
at 21 42N 56 45E 
[2009/05/07 05:30] <FAAM_flt_man> Layer present between FL110 and FL150, peaking at FL135 (1450 m-
1) 
[2009/05/07 05:32] <FAAM_flt_man> Lidar reports layer getting thicker as heading S. Dropping first 
sonde in approx 8 mins 
[2009/05/07 05:33] <MetODaveP> Thats an AOD of ~0.9 just for that layer! 
[2009/05/07 05:34] <FAAM_flt_man> nice 
[2009/05/07 06:08] [FAAMOpsDetach] was lower shims fitted this morning? 
[2009/05/07 06:10] <FAAM_flt_man> It was. In other news, MARSS falls over pre-flight, PCASP is 
noisy pre-flight and CPC fails to make the grade. 
[2009/05/07 06:14] [FAAMOpsDetach] okay.  Phil is quite concerned that old PCASP isn't tinkered 
with until endex ie it should be calibrated before any changes made 
[2009/05/07 06:14] [FAAMOpsDetach] is marss working now? 
[2009/05/07 06:33] *** Server connection lost 
[2009/05/07 06:35] [FAAMOpsDetach] testing 
[2009/05/07 06:39] *** FAAMOpsDetach (~vircuser@85.154.2.202) has joined #mevex 
[2009/05/07 06:39] [FAAMOpsDetach] how now? 
[2009/05/07 06:40] <FAAM_flt_man> profiling down to FL130 looking for dust layer 
[2009/05/07 06:41] [FAAMOpsDetach] is marss okay now? 
[2009/05/07 06:42] <FAAM_flt_man> yes, MARSS IS OK 
[2009/05/07 06:51] <FAAM_flt_man> no intercom probs either 
[2009/05/07 06:55] [FAAMOpsDetach] good, good 
[2009/05/07 06:55] [FAAMOpsDetach] over 
[2009/05/07 06:56] <FAAM_flt_man> in dust layer, FL130, at point B, three distinct signals from the 
neph, blue = 350, green = 380, red = 410 
[2009/05/07 07:00] [FAAMOpsDetach] are you flying inverted? 
[2009/05/07 07:01] <FAAM_flt_man> nope 
[2009/05/07 07:38] <FAAM_flt_man> Martyn requires no extra time for fault rectification 
[2009/05/07 07:49] [FAAMOpsDetach] Okay, I'll pass on to Ops 'n Engs 
[2009/05/07 07:58] <FAAM_flt_man> what's the word for tomorrow? 
[2009/05/07 08:01] [FAAMOpsDetach] B447 t/o 0835L, Dave P flying, Dave K grounding, MS FM, SCD desk 
duties, otherwise same science crew 
[2009/05/07 08:02] [FAAMOpsDetach] can you check if Dave M plans to fly tomorrow? 
[2009/05/07 08:13] [FAAMOpsDetach] hello ho 
[2009/05/07 08:25] <FAAM_flt_man> Dave M will be a ground-hog 
[2009/05/07 08:29] [FAAMOpsDetach] okay 
[2009/05/07 08:29] [FAAMOpsDetach] any more high dust loadings / scattering 
[2009/05/07 08:31] <FAAM_flt_man> Ys, dusty flight all round really. High loadings e.g. 1000 m-1 in 
layer at FL130 which varied S (low) to N (high) on the A - B run. 
[2009/05/07 08:32] <FAAM_flt_man> several sublayers also present 
[2009/05/07 08:34] [FAAMOpsDetach] excellent 
[2009/05/07 08:34] [FAAMOpsDetach] does that mean the eta has slipped? 
[2009/05/07 08:34] <MetODaveP> Excellent, should keep some people in Exeter happy. 
[2009/05/07 08:37] <FAAM_flt_man> not sure yet 
[2009/05/07 08:41] <FAAM_flt_man> gone back to FL130 near pt A, Nph approx 1100 m-1 at present 
[2009/05/07 08:43] <FAAM_flt_man> 1300 
[2009/05/07 08:44] [FAAMOpsDetach] confirm eta 1300L? 
[2009/05/07 08:45] <FAAM_flt_man> 1300m neph-1 reading on t 
[2009/05/07 08:46] <FAAM_flt_man> Krappy ceyboard.... 1300m-1 reading on the neph 
[2009/05/07 08:47] [FAAMOpsDetach] okay,  
[2009/05/07 08:54] <FAAM_flt_man> ETA 0950....ETA 0950.....ETA 0950 
[2009/05/07 08:58] [FAAMOpsDetach] copy noted understood over 
[2009/05/07 09:04] [FAAMOpsDetach] Phil and Doug on way to airport, lunch looming 
[2009/05/07 09:05] <FAAM_flt_man> wot to do? 
[2009/05/07 09:06] [FAAMOpsDetach] CPC checking and packup bits 
[2009/05/07 09:21] [FAAMOpsDetach] any requests before I go to lunch? 
[2009/05/07 09:25] <FAAM_flt_man> no 
[2009/05/07 09:29] *** FAAM_flt_man (~GLUXE@203.38.13.3) has quit IRC  
[2009/05/07 09:34] *** MetODaveP (~dfpollard@85.154.2.202) has quit IRC  
*** Closed channel log for #mevex at 07/05/2009 09:39:59 
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Date: 7/05/09 Operator: MAP DRS Time: 03:00 DAU1 Time: +0 DAU2 Time: +0 AUX1 Time: +0 AUX2 Time: +0 
    DAU2 Disk space?   
 PCASP SPP-200 CDP PCASP 2DC FFSSP SID3 
Operated?      No 
Pre-flight checks Vref 7.47 Ref V (~3): 2.91 Vref (>7): unknown El#1 V (>1): -1.5 Ref V: 3.5 Comms? No 
 Sample flow 1.16   Flow (~1): 0.62 El#32 V (>1): -1.5     
 Sheath flow 14.7   Pressure: 1007       
     Temp (NDIT) 34       
 
GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit FFSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  Blocks Tx Counts  
             PCASP ch1 noise from t/o 
             Heater   s on
05:03:00 FL135 10 3 400 1 350 0.06    23  Dust layer 1000’ thick 
05:15:00 FL260            Old PCASP ch2 noise, ch3 OK 
05:41:10 FL260            Start Run 1.1 
05:42:00    40 0.3 Noise     24   
05:44:00    40 0.3 Noise        
05:46:00    40 0.3 Noise Ch3 ok       
05:48:00    40 0.3 Noise        
05:50:00    40 0.3 Noise        
05:51:13             End of Run 
05:55:21 FL260            Start Run 1.2 
05:56:00    40 0.3 Noise        
05:58:00    40 0.3 Noise        
06:00:00    40 0.3 Noise     25   
06:02:00    40 0.3 Noise        
06:04:00    40 0.3 Noise        
06:06:01             End of Run 
06:11:25 FL260   40 0.3 Noise       Start Profile 1 
06:12:33 FL250   40 0.3 Noise        
06:13:37 FL240   40 0.3 Noise        
06:14:38 FL230   40 0.3 Noise        
06:15:38 FL220   40 0.3 Noise        
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GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit FFSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  Blocks Tx Counts  
06:16:42 FL210   45 0.3 Noise        
06:17:45 FL200   80 0.3 Noise        
06:18:44 FL190   80 0.3 Noise        
06:19:41 FL180   180 0.3 Noise        
06:20:37 FL170   100 0.3 Noise       End of Profile 
06:24:11 FL180            Start Run 2.1 
06:25:00  0.1 2 150 1 120     26  Ch1 noise still high but ch2 ok, so no mean r 
06:27:00  0.1 2 150 1 90        
06:29:00  0.1 2 150 1 90        
06:31:00  0.1 2 150 1 85        
06:33:00  0.1 2 150 1 75        
06:35:00  0.1 2 150 1 80        
06:35:48             End of Run 
0639:24 FL180 0.1 2 150 1 60       Start Profile 2 
06:40:32 FL170   150 1 110        
06:41:34 FL160 0.1 2 200 1 160        
06:42:36 FL150 0.1 2 200 1 180        
06:43:36 FL140 1 6 300 1 300        
06:44:32 FL130 3 10 400 2 430     32   
06:45:28 FL120 3 10 350 2 350     35  End of Profile & Start run 3.1 
06:46:31 FL120            End of Run & Start Profile 3 
06:47:28 FL130            End of Profile & Start Run 4.1 
06:48:00  2.5 10 400 2 340     38   
06:50:00  3 10 350 2 300     42   
06:52:00  3.5 10 350 2 270     48   
06:53:25             End of Run 
06:56:39 FL130            Start Run 4.2 
06:57:00  1.5 10 350 2 250     54   
06:59:00  3.5 10 500 2 330     59   
07:01:00  3.5 10 450 2 320     61   
07:03:00  2.5 10 450 2 320        
07:05:00  1.5 10 400 2 250     64   
07:07:00  2 10 450 2 350     66   
07:09:00  5 10 550 2 450     72   
07:11:00  2.5 10 500 2 330     77   
07:11:30             End of Run 
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GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit FFSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  Blocks Tx Counts  
07:15:09 FL130 3 10 500 2 450     83  Start Profile 4 
07:16:29 FL120 4 10 500 2 550     86   
07:17:32 FL110 4 10 700 2 720     88   
07:18:25 FL100 4 10 600 2 650        
07:19:30 FL090 1.5 10 550 2 500     89   
07:20:37 FL080 1 10 500 2 450     90  End of Profile 
07:22:22 FL090            Start Run 5.1 
07:23:00  1.5 10 450 2 400     92   
07:25:00  1.5 10 500 2 360     95   
07:27:00  1.5 10 500 2 350     97  Heaters off except old pcasp 
07:29:00  1.5 10 450 2 400     98   
07:30.17             End of Run 
07:32:15 FL090            Start Run 5.2 
07:33:00  0.8 10 450 2 400     99   
07:35:00  1 10 450 2 380     101   
07:37:00  1.2 10 400 2 430     102   
07:39:00  1.4 10 400 2 420     104   
07:41:00  1.8 12 420 2 430     106   
07:43:00  1.6 12 450 2 475     107   
07:45:00  1.4 12 420 2 540     109   
07:47:00  1.8 10 425 2 600     111   
07:47:26             End of Run 
07:50:21 FL090            Start Profile 5 
07:51:30 FL080 1.4 10 500 2 780     115  Ch2 noise? 
07:52:36 FL070 1 10 500 2 550        
07:53:51 FL060 1 10 500 2 600     116  Old pcasp heater off 
07:54:50 FL050 1 10 450 2 750     117  CH2 noise? 
07:55:51 FL040 1 10 425 2 800        
07:58:18 FL030 0.5 5 150 1.5 550     118   
08:00:11 FL020 0.6 7 600 2 1000     119   
08:01:38 1000’            End of profile 
08:04:41 1000’ 0.5 7 600 2 750     121  Start Run 6.1 
08:05:00              
08:07:00  0.5 7 650 2 650   0.5     
08:09:00  0.5 7 700 2 700   0.5  122   
0809:42             End of Run 
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GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit FFSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  Blocks Tx Counts  
08:10:30 1000’            Start Run 6.2 
08:11:00  0.5 7 700 2 620   1  123   
08:13:00  0.4 7 650 2 610   0.5  124   
08:15:00  0.5 7 600 2 700   0.5     
08:17:00  0.5 7 600 2 600   1  125   
08:19:00  0.4 7 600 2 700   0.5  126   
08:20:27             End of Run 
08:21:10 1000’            Start Run 6.3 
08:22:00  0.5 7 600 2 650   0.5  127   
08:24:00  0.3 7 600 2 610        
08:26:11             End of Run 
08:27:28 1000’            Start Profile 6.1 
08:28:12 FL020 0.3 7 600 2 530   0.5     
08:29:05 FL030 0.3 7 500 2 380   0.5  129   
08:29:55 FL040 0.4 7 400 2 330        
08;30:54 FL050 0.5 7 450 2 375   0.5  130   
08:31:50 FL060 0.5 7 450 2 400       Old pcasp heater on 
08:32:44 FL070 0.6 7 500 2 375     131   
08:33:37 FL080 0.7 7 500 2 500     132   
08:35:50 FL090 0.8 7 500 2 280     133   
08:36:55 FL100 0.8 7 300 2 310        
08:37:44 FL110 0.2 7 400 2 450        
08:38:42 FL120 4 10 300 2 375        
08:39:58 FL130            End of profile & Start Run 7.1 
08:40:00  4 10 300 2 750     137  Ch2 noise? Or just too high activity 
08:42:00  5 10 400 2 750       Ch2 noise? 
08:44:00  6 10 400 2 Noise     146   
08:45:53             End of Run 
08:48:50 FL130            Start Run 7.2 
08:49:00  5 10 400  Noise     157   
08:51:00  6 10 450  Noise     164   
08:53:00  7 10 400  Noise     168   
08:55:00  6 10 400  Noise     171   
08:57:00  4 10 350  Noise     173   
08:58:50             End of Run 
09:00:15 FL130            Start Profile 6.2 
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GMT Height CDP PCASP SPP-
200 
PCASP 2DC Habit FFSSP SID3 Comments 
  #/cc MVD #/cc MVD #/cc Mean R #/L Max R  Blocks Tx Counts  
09:01:12 FL140 1 7 200 2 Noise     176   
09:01:59 FL150 0.5 5 150 2 Noise        
09:02:55 FL160 0.1 5 150 2 Noise        
09:04:00 FL170 0.1 5 200 2 Noise       All heaters on 
09:04:55 FL180 0.1 5 150 2 Noise        
09:06:08 FL190   80 1 Noise       Ch3 ok 
09:40:00 FL100            Heaters off 
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
              
 
Post flight 
Instrument Diagnostics Brief report on instrument performance 
Vref: Unkown PCASP (old) 
Flow: 0.7 
Noisy in CH1 at all times, and ch2 later in flight ch3 ok. Activity needs adjusting 
El#1: -1.4 2DC 
El#32: -1.4 
 
Ref V: 7.62 PCASP 
SPP-200 Flow: 1.16 
Some noise due to sws 
CDP Laser V: 4.16 Higher laser voltage at altitude, some noise spikes in data 
FFSSP Ref V: 3.3  
SID 3 Laser V: N/a  
Rack 
Equipment 
 0.9GB Please note SEADAS disk space remaining. 
 
FAAM Dropsonde Flight Log 
Flight No. B446 Date 07/05/2009 Operator KFT Page No. 1   of   1 
 
GMT Sonde No. 
Event 
eg land, splashdown 
Comments 
pressure hPa, T deg C, RH %, wind direction deg, wind speed m/s, longitude, latitude, height m 
054109 1 Launch 359.40 -24.90  22.97  30.80   6.60   1.10   55.997900  21.498300  7933.10 
055114 1 Land 1003.28  29.18  56.78 149.78   4.61 -10.10   55.987161  21.478804 99999.00 
   Good sonde. End drop time override. Surface alt unknown ticked 
054417 2 Launch 363.33  -5.02   3.02   0.00   0.00   0.00   56.093933  21.219350  8241.06 
055417 2 Land 9999.00  99.00 999.00 150.05   2.79 -10.92   56.082250  21.198055 99999.00 
   Launch detect 20s late otherwise good sonde. End drop time override.  Surface alt unknown ticked 
055639 3 Launch 359.90 -23.80  13.92  27.20   9.80   1.10   56.246100  20.756300  7923.60 
060642 3 Land 999.15  28.98  58.91 185.09   3.84  -9.40   56.229917  20.729729 99999.00 
   Good sonde. End drop time override  Surface alt unknown ticked 
055942 4 Launch 359.50 -24.10  19.26  25.30  11.40   1.10   56.167700  20.994500  7932.70 
060953 4 Land 1001.53  28.26  60.27 182.01   3.77  -9.96   56.154014  20.970486 99999.00 
   Good sonde. End drop time override   Surface alt unknown ticked 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
 
 Filter Sampling Log Page 1 of 1 
Flight No:  B446 Date: 07-05-2009 Operator: AK 
 
 
Type of filters mounted in Top inlet 47 mm Nuclepore (0.4 µm pore 
size) 





















Vol [l] Comments 
Filters run1 B446-N35 ---- ---- Top     
Filters run1 B446-N36 ----      ---- Bottom Blanks (FL 260) 
Filters run 
2 
B446-N37 ----  ---- Top 06:24:37 06:35:25  93
Filters run 
2 
B446-N38 ----  ---- Bottom 06:24:37 06:35:25  89 FL 180 (Top of the dust layer) 
Filters run 
3 
B446-N39 ---- ---- Top 06:48:21 07:10:55  359 
Filters run 
3 
B446-N40 ---- ---- Bottom 06:48:21 07:10:55  328 
FL 131  
Dust load varies during the sampling 
Filters run 
4 
B446-N41 ---- ---- Top 07:23:14 07:30:18  173 
Filters run 
4 
B446-N42 ---- ---- Bottom 07:23:14 07:30:18  153 9100 ft 
Filters run 
5 
B446-N43 ---- ---- Top 08:10:24 08:20:05  430 
Filters run 
5 





















BBR (clear) Lower: 5
BBR (IR) Lower: 3
BBR (red) Lower: 5
BBR (clear) Upper: 5
BBR (IR) Upper: 3




























CIP 100 (PIP): 1









Neph - Dry: 5


















TDLAS (NIR) CH4: 5

















S9 Static Pressure: 5
Satcom C: 5
Satcom H (VIRC): 5
Weather Radar: 5
DLU AERACK: 5
DLU BBR Lower: 5
DLU BBR Upper: 5
DLU Core Chem: 5
DLU Core Consoles: 5
DLU Port Aft: 5
DLU Port Fwd: 1








Report Created 15/09/2009 14:31:53 Last Updated: 11/05/2009 06:04:23
Peroxide: 1
Turb Centre-Static: 5
Turb Left Right: 5
Turb Up-Down: 5
Turb Horizontal Chk: 5
Turb Vertical Chk: 5

















Faults / Incidents Log 
 
Flight No. B446 






CPC – resurrection attempted pre-flight, but the CPC remains resolutely in-operable 
 
Cloud Physics 
SID3 not operated 
old pcasp noisy pre-flight 
 
CPC – reported CPC fault when green run button selected after take-off. 
 
Nevzorov;  failed sensor, not operated 
 
MARSS –  instrument failed pre-flight but recovered during flight 
 
SWS/SHIMS - lower shims fitted pre-flight 
 
SATCOM-H: mpds service good 
GIN – serviceable 
 
AMTG screen blanked although unit still operated 
 








Post Flight - Turb Probe Water Traps 
 
1. Indicate Amount of Water:   a) Nil    b) 1-2 drops    c) ¼ full or more  d) Ice present 
2. Emptied by: 










Operator(s) Rob King Campaign MEVEX 
Departure  Arrival  
System start  
MARSS  
Visual pod inspection  
Close 3 SSP circuit breakers  
Close all MARSS circuit breakers  
FERA on at time       
Temperature controller initial temps 31C 31C 31C







MARSS CPU on at time      0315 
Initial target temperatures Hot 307     Cold 307
Target heating  
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***  
Scanning on (LMD box) at time       
Scan indication Monitor  Visual 
Deimos 
Close all Deimos circuit breakers   
Turn on Deimos CPU   
*** CHECK SCAN HEAD CLEAR ***   
Start Deimos Software at time       
Initial target temperatures Hot      Cold      
Target heating   
Scan indication Monitor Visual  
Cloud Precip 
Surface      Pressure 
Weather 
Other      
  
System functionality check (after initial system warmup, approx 1 hour) 
PC to DRS Time error tPC=tDRS +      0 at time       
Brightness temps 'sensible'  
MARSS: Hot       Cold       Target temps Deimos: Hot       Cold       
Ch1 A 
( - ) 
Ch3 A 
( - ) 
Ch1 B 
( - ) 
Ch3 B 
( - ) 
 











Channel gains 'sensible' 
     
  
Power changeover  
Headset on before start  
Listen to engine start sequence 4, 3, 2, 1. 
LMD off (3 switches, bottom to top)  
Exit Deimos Software (x)   
POWER CHANGEOVER 
LMD on (3 switches, top to bottom) then pushbutton 
Restart Deimos Software   
System running again at time  
        
   
Flight # B Date Operator(s)  log page 2 of 2
Time 




0339   Marss stopped, no data!  
   2A fuse fail supplying power to Microwave electronics.  
0407   Fuse replaced – Green to Go  
     
0457   TO  
0536   1/8 cirrus above  
0614   Cirrus less than trace in operating area.  
0646   Double bounce – outside temp 3.5 deg C  
0650 30   Double bounce – outside temp 3.5 deg C  
0719   Double bounce – outside temp 13.9 deg C  
0824   Double bounce – outside temp 30.6 deg C  
0928   Double bounce – outside temp -8.6 deg C  
     
0954   Time on PC +1 seconds  
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., ~bNew plot. same times 
.... n.., (l.. <>C CJv...J ~ 
Flight B446 09:10:24 I~ F-r .( fi.. 1'l.O ) Heading 34 deg Speed 291 knots Height 19.0kft Press 485mb 
(V . '1 'tr-' ',lw'11" ~~ 1 "' ~La! 21 · 30.0'NLong 56' 24.0'E Wind 6 ms-1/ 3 deg 
Temp -7.97C Dewpoin! -21 .21C 










I _ _-L... __ _ ! 
~O:OO 07:45:00 08:00:00 08:15:00 08:30:00 08:45:00 09:00:00 O! 
sees 
Current va lues 
TIME FROM MIDNiGHT 33024 sees (0 All 
NEPH BLUE SP 14.92 m-1 r 
NEPH GREEN SP 13.77 m-1 r 
NEPHRED SP 12.32 m-1 r 
http://horace/p\ot/plot.html 07/05/2009 
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Flight 8446 09:10:43 
? t=b" l...t< 0->1 Heading 34 deg Speed 293 knots Height 19.0kft Press 485mb 
oF~3 .Lat 21 °30.0'NLong 56°24.0'E Wind 5 ms-1/5 deg 
Temp -8.05C Dewpoint -20.66C ( p(. ) 








-50· .70' .8 
300mb (9163m) 60· 0
-40' 
350mb (8117m) 50· 0
-30· 

400m!) (7185m) , 
 25. ew 30· 0w3S·0y.40· 0.... 
450mli (6343ml S. Ow 1Q' 
O' !lw . 50~@\f55.74m) 
, . ·1°° 
.
'~ 550mb (41165m) ~O·O ' ."- , 
1 po. ' 600mb (4206m) 650mb (359q~,o . , " . [ 
.100mb (3Q12m) . 

. 7S0~(2466n1) • . " ... 
800mb (,t948m) . 
. 8,sOmb (1457m) ->". - . , 
·1O"~Qmb ~9,IlR rfi) .' ,' , ~~ 950"b~1.l1rnl •• ' ~ .. -- •. au," ••gn.o 
. '. 0. 1 ,i2~ ('ffcWn1·e ro~IIl."lI1
,,2. O,3 0,4l-G .. s,-!8 9 . . ' .'1050mb (- 301m) " 





STATIC PRESSURE 485.25 mb 
DEICED TRUE AIR TEWP -8,06 deg C 
DEW POINT -20.67 degC 
http://horaceiplotlplol.html 07/05/2009 
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(fnoF, l oE ..... T 
Pb or ,>.l..,..... ­
Flight 8446 08:51 :01 ~T 'JHeading 161 deg Speed 264 knots Height 13.1 kft Press 614mb (,~ 'J' ' 3.,.,.., ' )
Lat 21 ' 24.0'NLong 56' O.O'E Wind 7 ms-1/58 deg h- I>-;,
Temp 3.66C Dewpoint -4.97C 





-60' 80 ' 0 
mb (10362m) 
-50' 70 ' 0 . . 
300mb (9163m) 60' 0 
-40' 
350mb (8117m) 50' 0 
-30' 
400mb (7185m) 40.".8 20' Ow 25' ew 30'Ow35~0w40'O 
10' ew2(1'O'1!W450mb (6343ml 5' Ow 
O' Erw 30' 0 50~@"r5574m) :10' . 
550mb (4865m) 20' 0 
600mb (4206m) 
. 650mb (359qWlo 
700mb (3012m) 
.750fRlb(2466m) · 
aoditlb (1948m) . 
850mb (1457111) 
~10'QlO~m/) ~98I\m; 
. . 950m.bJ~1\I1U ge 
. • ,- I Isn.O 01'8 8 1.5 21QIb~(1t"0I\\, . 
. ,2 0.30.4),1.6... , 1050mb (-301mt · 
.1 .. '-: : 1,100mb (-698m) 
urrent values 
STATIC PRESSURE 614,61 mb 
DEICED TRUE AIR TEWP 3,67 degC 
DEW POINT -4 ,98 degC 
http://horacelplotlplot.html 07/05/2009 
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Flight 8446 07:28:49 
Heading 158 deg Speed 257 knots Height 9. 1 kft Press 719mb 
Lat 200 36.0'NLong 56°12.0'E Wind 7 ms-1/ 51 deg 
Temp 13.59C Oewpoint -3.24C 
From s tart to now 
7000.0 
6000.0 
.,' , , 
I , ; 
4000.0 ........-.~.......~., .. 

, ,. I Im 







0.0 1000,0 500.0 
m-l 
Current values 
PRESSURE HEIGHT 2791.97 m .. AI 
NEPH BLUE SP 170.11 m-1 r 
NEPH GR EEN SP 191.92 m-1 r 
NEPH RED SP 194.88 m-1 r 
http://horace/plotfplot.html 0710512009 
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Flight B446 07:29:05 
Heading 159 deg Speed 253 knots Height 9.1kft Press 719mb 
Lat 20· 36.0'NLong 56' 12.0'E Wind 7 ms-1/ 51 deg 
Temp 13.34C Dewpoint -2.62C 





_60 ' 80' S 
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, " '4o.~ 

450mb (6343ml 5' Sw 10'8 !IJ'O 

O' lIw50~~w5574m) 10' 8\ I 
550mb (4865m) 20' 9 
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660mb (359q'6'lS -1._ 













.JII 0 1 . ~ 2_Mf'(Y'J~J
1~2 O.30,41.' ,6.'lzoou . 1050mb (.:101m) ' 









.', , . , ' • I t 
Current values 
STATIC PRESSURE 719.82 mb 
'Hff> DEICED TRUE AIR TEMP 13.35 deg C 
DEW POINT ·2.63 deg C 
http://horace/plot/plot.btmJ 07/0512009 
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Flight 8446 05:15:53 
Heading 207 deg Speed 317 knots Height 26.0kft Press 359mb M-" ~ u.:--, ~ '/QLat 22°24.0'NLong 57"30.0'E Wind 12 ms-1/22 deg 
Temp -24.83C Dewpoint -47.48C ( C::t( ~"L-...-r '-4\~1 lNi'r 
From start to now ~ - 'T , 1""--1, -I '->.7&1 
r----r---------------------------------------------------. ~~~ .~ 
'lilt:: !)aooff 





4000.01- . , . 
.. m 





0,0 500.0 1000.0 
m-1 
Current values 
PRESSURE HEIGHT 7935 m <- All 
NEPH BLUE SP 3.61 m-1 r 
NEPH GREEN SP 0.41 m-1 r 
NEPH RED SP 2.65 m-1 r 
http://horace/plotJplothtml 07/05/2009 
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2£ o..JT tibl"1 
"1.J~~T 
WT~ Tjo , 
Flight 8446 05:16:04 
IHeading 207 deg Speed 312 knots Height 25,9kft Press 360mb 
Lat 22°24.0'NLong 57"30.0'E Wind 12 ms-1/22 deg 
Temp -24.6C Dewpoint -49.53C 
From start to now 
m 
-70 0 
90 ' 9 
11774m) 
_60' 80' 9 
mb (10362m) 
_50' 70' 9 · . 
300mb (9163m) 
"I ~"'T - r" ;,"'''' ;;..350mb '(8117m) 
• • ~ 1 ..J.O~ , 
26'9"" 3009~35'9v.40:9'''' 
., 
550mb (4865m) ;2.o~ 
6.o0mb ,(4206m) , )/,'" 0' 
650mb (359qro'l9' I,' ",", 
700mb (301;2m) . II:'fl 
76.o18'b(2466in) . '~ j'I,. ,. 
. IIO.omb (,1948m) , ri 

85.0mb (1457m)~ " 
~: " :10' Ql.oOtnp '(988ni) '{' 

, , 9,'iO"!.~j~.nm>k - ' 

. f 1I.0..RI9 1 .~~(~6WtTi~"1lO«R:I 







\ . -. ' 
Current values 
STATIC PRESSURE 360,21 mb 
DEICED TRUE AIR TEM' -24,61 degC 
DEW POINT -49.54 degC 
,..,..11""t 
http://horace/plotJplot.html 07/05/2009 
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EEEJ1l MSG 321 RGB 07 May 2009 1145 UTe 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffiee.eomlmet -reslflyingJoreeasts/MEVEX/Satell ite _Pies/E... 12/02/2005 
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EEEJ41 MSG dust RGB 07 May 2009 1145 UTe 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.comlmet-reslflying_ forecasts/MEVEX/Sate\l i te]ics/E... 12/0212005 
Page 1 of 1 

EIEJSl MSG 10.8 micron Infrared .LlU;d~~ 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.comlmet -reslflyingjorecastslMEV EXiSatelli te ]icslE... 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
Sou l ern Asio CAM Aerosol Opticol Oepth 

At 062 on 7/05/2009, from OOZ on 7/05/2009 

AOD "+006 
0.05 0.1 0.2 0,4 0.8 1.6 3.2 6.4 12.8 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffice . com/met -resl flying_ forecas tslME VEx/Carn_Pi cslD WI."" 12/02/2005 
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Southern Asia CAM Dust Conce l'Olions 

A~ 06Z on 7/05/2009, from OOZ on 7/05/2009 






10-5 3.16e-5 'e-' 3 . 160- 4 0,001 0,0032 0.01 0,03H 
http://ensembles-eu,metoffice.comlmet-res/fl yin g_ forecastslM EVEXlCam ]icS/OWI". 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
Southern Asio CAM Cloud 

At 06Z on 7/05/2009 , from OOZ on 7/05/2009 

Totol Cloud Cover T+ 006 
Okt.::.OS:.....~_____ --, 
6 7 8 

http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.co mlmet -reslfl yi ng_ forecastslME VEX/Cam ]icslDWI... 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
SOUl ' ern Asio CAM Aerosol Opticol Depl 

At 06Z on 7/05/2009. from 12Z on 6/05/2009 

AOO T+018 
0,05 O. 0,2 0.4 0.8 1,6 3.2 6.4 12.8 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.comlmet-resitlyingJorecastsIMEVEXlCam ]icsfDWI... 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
Southern Asic CAM Dust Conce tr alions 
Ai 05Z on 7/05/2009. from 12Z on 5/05/2009 


















le-5 3.16e-5 e- 4 3,160- 4 0.001 0,0032 0,01 O.03H 
_ ...... 
24N 22 l8N 
http://ensembles-eu ,metoffice.com!met-res/t1ying_forecasts/MEVEX/Cam yics/D WI... 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
Southern Asia CAM Cloud 

At 06Z on 7/05/2009, from 12Z on 6/05/2009 

10101 Cloud Cover T+018 
OkliiiOS ....-.- --------, 
6 7 8 

http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.comlmet-reslflyinL forecasts/MEVEX/Cam _Pics/D WI... 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
Soulhe'~ Asia CAM Hor izo tal Winds 

At 06Z on 7/05/2009, fram 12Z on 6/05/2009 

700hPa Wind T +018 
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18202224 262830 

http://ensembles-eu.metoffice .com!met -reslfl ying_ forecastslMEVEX/Cam ] ics/D WI... 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 

EIEJSl MSG 10.8 micron Infrared U"'~bV 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.comlmet -reslfl yingJorecasts/MEVEX/Satelli Ie_Pi cs/E... 12/02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
Soul ern Asia CAM Aerosol Op tica l Dept', 

At 06Z on 7/05/2009, from 001 on 6/05/2009 

AOO +030 
0 .05 0 .1 0 .2 0.1. 0 .8 \.6 3.2 6.4 12.8 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffiee.eomlmet-resiflying_foreeastsIMEVEXICam_Pies/DW/. .. 11 /02/2005 
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Southern Asia CAM Dust Concer !ro tions 
A( 06Z on 7/05/2009, from OOZ on 6/05/2009 
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http://ensembles-eu.meto flice.comlmet-reslflyinL forecastslMEVEXlCam]icslDWI ... \1/02/2005 
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Southern Asia CAM Cloud 

At 06Z on 7/ 05 / 2009, [rom OOZ on 6/05/2009 

Totol O oud Cover 1"+030 
Oklos 
~--------------, 
5 6 7 8o 2 
http://ensembles-eu.metoffice.comlmet-res/flying_forecastsIMEVEXlCam _PicslDW I ... 11 /02/2005 
Page 1 of 1 
Sou l . ern Asia CAM Aerosol Opticol Depth 

Ai 06Z on 7/05/2009, from 12Z on 5/05/2009 

AOO 1 +042 
0.05 0.' 0.2 0.4 0.8 1.6 3.2 6.~ 12.8 
http://ensembJes-eu.metoffice.com/met-res/fiyinLforecastslMEVEx/Cam_PicsIDW/... 11 /02/2005 
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Southern Asio CAM Dust Concentrotions 
At 06Z on 7/05/2009, from 12Z on 5/05/2009 
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